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Best-selling author and lifestyle design expert Jonathan Green is finally ready to share the blueprint

he used to escape the prison of poverty, debt, and office politics that still hold so many people

imprisoned. He's not content with just sharing a few ideas - instead this traveling renegade is taking

aim at every roadblock that keeps people from achieving their goals. From "not enough money" to

"lack of connections" to "not enough time" to "I just can't seem to do it," Jon's taking laser aim at all

the excuses, and breaking things down into small, simple steps that anyone can take to become

wealthier, better connected, more talented, and more free. It doesn't matter if you're already working

at home, squeezing in a little extra time after your job, or you don't even have a plan yet. Serve No

Master isn't just a book - it's a system designed to smash the chains and give you a better financial

outlook and more free time to do what you love. You're going to discover how to: Break the cycle of

information buying and take action on your knowledge Develop a killer business plan that takes full

advantage of your skills Get one-on-one time with the key players in your industry - even if you don't

have experience Create books, compose videos, and blaze through online tasks in a fraction of the

timeDevelop passive income and get paid over and over for what you do - with real examples Slash

risks and expenses so you spend less and earn more Create effortless, unbreakable habits that fit

into your life routineGet free upgrades at hotel rooms, save thousands of dollars on rent, get wild

discounts on cruises around the world, and travel like a boss
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This is my first quit your job book and I can say that I'm impressed. Jonathan Green did great



discussing here the most effective ways and strategies to escape the prison of poverty, debt and

office politics that still hold so many people imprisoned. Jonathan also tackled other topics such as

creating a business plan that takes full advantage of our skills and developing effortless and

unbreakable habits that can fit our life routine. Overall, it's a great book to learn how to become your

own boss. The writing was good and the explanation was simple yet effective.

Definitely educates me a lot. Being a boss of your own business is the best choice if you have the

materials and guts to bet your luck rather than just striving hard everyday with low salary plus a rude

boss. Reading this book is one of the best things I could ask for last week because it introduces me

to a new level and challenge in life where I can face and harness my ability to handle my own

business and be successful in this.

I sometimes find books that teach you how to cultivate your own lifestyle to be dry and drag on, but

Jonathan Green did a great job of keeping his perspective interesting. I really felt like this read more

like a story and less like a how-to. I imagine the fact that the author is actually living the life he's

talking about helps create that feeling. I feel pumped after reading this and can't wait to make steps

towards my goals!

Serve no master? This is an interesting topic to read right now. I am tired of working 9-5 a week just

for my family. I want to be the boss right now. Can I do that? THis book will help sort things out. It

gives solution and guide on how to do it. Do not automatically resign and decide to go for it. Slowly

but surely. A good read!

You truly have made my month! I really cannot explain how I came across your book on , it seemed

like a dream. I read your reviews and saw that they were awesome, I read your sample book and

immediately bought it after. I just felt it was a good thing. After I bought your book I signed for a free

trial of audible and got your book, and also signed up for free trial of kindle unlimited to get your free

book. I have never listened to a podcast in my life! However when I heard yours I was hooked.

There is something about you that silently screams genuine. I wish there was a way that we could

hang out on the beach together as friends because I feel that we would get along nicely.Starting on

my new journey towards financial freedom I am a father of two, work full time, and in school full time.

I love my life but definitely would like to have more cushion in my finances (Who wouldn't?) With so

much info-Start a Blog, Affiliate marketing, Writing a book-I must say I am overwhelmed and trying



to find my direction. Nevertheless your book spoke to me (literally with a cool British accent)!If you

are debating whether to buy this book because of the price, stop thinking about it. It is such a good

book with information that will open you up to not just how to earn more income, but also how to

change your philosophy within your mind. A lot of what I struggle with, when it comes to branching

out, being brave, and working for myself is that I do not have confidence.I have read so many books

on self help and business, this one while it may not have been the most glamorous it was real. I

really felt that what I was reading came from a real person, and would really help me.

Working is not a good way to secure ones financial freedom when we get old. Starting up a

business will be a good advantage to secure it plus you will be your own boss so you are not

serving for someone but only yourself. Not so common tips and techniques to follow ones desire

and become successful.

Entrepreneurship is tough if you lack someone to hold your hand. I have tried a few online ventures,

some work out and some fail. This book is a collection of numerous way you can start an online

business and actually thrive. It is a nice piece and I found it helpful

This book explains how to get out of the rat race and become an online entrepreneur. The author

explains how to create an excellent business plan and also a marketing for your product. I found

many useful tips in this book and plan to use them starting today.
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